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unusually for the period, by actual mounted
photographs (item 57).

LATIN AMERICA,
PORTUGAL, SPAIN,
ROME, NAPLES AND
SICILY

____________________________________
1

Agostini (i.e. Agustin), Antonio
Dialoghi di D. Antonio Agostini
Arcivescovo di Tarracona intorno alle medaglie
inscrittioni et altre antichita. Tradotti di lingua
Spagnuola in Italiana da Dionigi Ottaviano Sada
e dal medesimo accresciuti con diverse
annotationi, & illustrati con disegni di molte
medaglie, e di altre figure. Roma, Filippo de’
Rossi 1650.
A handsome mid-seventeenth century
edition of the Dialoghi of the eminent Spanish
scholar
Antonio
Agustin
(1517-1586),
Archbishop of Tarragona. They were long the
most readable introduction to the study of the
coinage of classical antiquity, concentrating on
the issues of the Roman imperial period but also
discussing the coinage of the Roman Republic
and the local coinages struck at that date in
Spain. The book was originally published in
Spanish in Tarragona in 1587, just after
Agustin’s death, but it was soon translated into
Italian, and the text of the present edition is based
on that of an Italian translation first used for an
edition published in Rome in 1592 (it also reuses
the woodcut title leaf used for that edition).

INCLUDING BOOKS ON
FRANCISCO DE HOLLANDA
We offer in this list a wide-ranging
selection of books on the art and
architecture of Southern Europe and of
Latin America, centering round a small
group of books from the library of the late
John Bury (1917-2017), who was
particularly interested in the art and
architecture of Portugal and Spain, and of
their colonial territories in Central America
and South America.
One of Bury’s specialist areas of
knowledge was the life and artistic
achievement of the Portuguese court
painter, architect and sculptor Francisco de
Hollanda (1517-1585), and we list here
Bury’s collection of editions of Francisco
de Hollanda’s writings and of scholarly
monographs on him, many of them difficult
to find in the book trade today. Francisco
de Hollanda’s role in the history of
sixteenth-century art and architecture was
by no means peripheral, for as a young
student of military architecture in Italy in
the late 1530s he had made the
acquaintance of Michelangelo, and his
recollections of conversations with
Michelangelo, written up by him in a
probably embellished form in later life,
remain one of the vividest sources for
Michelangelo’s character and processes of
thought. Other books in the present list
range from books that are cheap and useful
to books that are of considerable rarity and
value, and we highlight here the volume
publishing Le Corbusier’s lengthy speech
delivered to a conference in Rome in
October 1936 (item 54), and the huge
volumes
of
Demetrio
Salazaro’s
pioneering study of the early medieval art
and architecture of Naples and Sicily,
published over a long period of time in the
1870s and 1880s, and illustrated in part,

Item 1
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This edition, like all later editions of Agustin’s
book, incorporates the glowing tribute to Agustin
delivered at Agustin’s funeral by his friend and
disciple the Flemish Jesuit André Schott, and it
also includes an additional twelfth dialogue, set
in Antwerp, in which the participants are,
interestingly, Schott himself, the cartographer
Abraham Ortelius and the humanist Laevinus
Torrentius (Lieven van der Beke), Bishop of
Antwerp from 1586 to 1595. The importance of
Agustin’s book was that it was aimed not just at
numismatists but at a wider audience of educated
readers interested in the history and antiquities of
the classical world, and as such it was a
customary feature in the libraries of those who
made the Grand Tour. Cicognara 2726.
Folio. Decorative woodcut title leaf,
(18) + 318 + (38)pp, many woodcut text
illustrations. Contemporary full vellum. From
the library of Martin Bowes (1670-1726), with
his ink ownership inscription and largest-size
armorial bookplate. Some intermittent browning
owing to quality of paper stock, but a good, fresh
copy.
£ 850

The first book devoted to the work of the
Mexican architect Luis Barragan (1902-1988),
designer of houses and of landscaped gardens.
Issued to accompany an exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art.
Folio. 128pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. James
Stirling’s copy. £ 25
5
Bazin, Germain
L’architecture
religieuse baroque au Brésil. Sao Paulo, Museo
de Arte (and Paris, Librairie Plon), 1956, 1958.
An excellent study of seventeenthcentury
and
eighteenth-century
church
architecture in Brazil, with notes on 300
individual churches and plenty of helpful
illustrations. The author, Germain Bazin (19011990), was a distinguished art historian and
Chief Curator of Paintings at the Louvre.
4to. 2 vols. (4) + ix + (3) + 378 + (2)pp,
120 text ills; 170 + (2) + xlv + (1)pp, 180 photo
plates. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrappers. John
Bury’s copy, with a loosely inserted copy of a
typescript letter from Bury to the author, 1
October 1956, thanking him for sending Bury the
first volume. A good set. £185

2
Azevedo Coutinho, (Joao de) Bom
Jesus do Monte (esboco historico e descriptivo).
Com prefacio do ... Dr.Pereira Caldas. Braga,
Livraria Central - Editora de Laurindo Costa,
1899.
A descriptive historical guide to the
pilgrimage church of Bom Jesus do Monte, on a
hill outside the Portuguese city of Braga. The
present church was designed by the architect
Carlos Amarante towards the end of the
eighteenth century. Issued in an edition of 1500
copies, but the poor quality of the paper on which
the book is printed makes it likely that a rather
lower number of them survive today.
8vo. xvi + 182 + (2)pp, 4 photolitho
plates. Loosely inserted in recent brown paper
wrappers (original front printed wrapper
missing, back printed wrapper survives).£ 30
3
(Barcelona) Homage to Barcelona. The
city and its art 1888-1936. London, Arts Council
of Great Britain 1985.
Catalogue for the Arts Council
exhibition held at the Hayward Gallery in 19856, devoted to Barcelona’s art, architecture,
sculpture and civic life in the most significant
period of the city’s cultural history. It includes
twenty essays by scholars on these topics.
Folio. 328pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. Jill
Allibone’s copy, with her bookplate.
£ 35

Item 5
6
Beckford, William Italy ; with sketches
of Spain and Portugal. By the author of
“Vathek”. London, Richard Bentley 1834.
First edition. This presents a narrative of
Beckford’s travels in Italy and elsewhere in

4
(Barragan) Ambasz, Emilio
The
architecture of Luis Barragan. New York,
Museum of Modern Art 1976.

4

1781-2, largely based on diary notes made by
him at the time and originally printed in his
suppressed book of 1783 entitled Dreams,
Waking Thoughts and Incidents ; together with a
similar narrative of his travels in Spain and
Portugal in 1787-8, again based on contemporary
notes and diaries. Beckford’s vivid descriptions
of his travel experiences, of scenery and of
singular individuals met by him in Portugal and
Spain, were immediately popular with the
reading public and a second edition rapidly
followed.
Chapman/Hodgkin,
Italy
(i).
Millington p.309.
8vo. 2 vols. (2)(ex 4, no half title leaf) +
xvi + 391 + (1)pp ; (14) (ex xvi, no half title leaf)
+ 381 + (1)pp. Contemporary quarter calf, cloth
sides, rebacked with recent calf spines. Mid
nineteenth century armorial bookplates of an
unidentified peer.
£ 185
7
Beckford, William The journal of
William Beckford in Portugal and Spain 17871788. Edited with an introduction and notes by
Boyd Alexander. London, Rupert Hart-Davis
1954.
The definitive edition of the surviving
manuscript of Beckford’s diary of his travels in
Portugal and Spain in 1787-8, much later to be
used by him as the foundation for the Spain and
Portugal volume of the 1834 publication of his
European travels. A particularly helpful feature
is the information that Boyd Alexander provides
about Beckford’s closest Portuguese friend,
Diogo, Marquis of Marialva, and Marialva’s
villa and family connections. 8vo.
340pp,
photo frontispiece, 7 photo plates, 2 folding
maps. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper. £ 45

Item 8
three leaves (as customary with books from this
library).
£ 895
9
Biondi, Luigi Intorno il restauramento
del Palazzo Pontifico Lateranense orazione alla
Santita di N.Signore Papa Gregorio XVI
presentata dal March.Luigi Biondi nel giorno
dell’Ascensione del Redentore.
Roma,
Tipografia dell’Ospizio Apostolico 1835.
The text of a lengthy speech delivered in
1835 by Marchese Luigi Biondi (1776-1835),
President of the Pontifica Accademia Romana di
Archeologia, describing the principal state
rooms of the Lateran Palace in Rome, rebuilt for
Pope Sixtus V by the architect Domenico
Fontana in 1586-9, and the rolling programme of
restoration for the palace put in hand in the early
1830s during the pontificate of Pope Gregory
XVI. The speech was printed at the printing press
of the Ospizio Apostolico di S.Michele, where
orphan boys were instructed in trades including
printing and typefounding.
4to. 31 + (1)pp.
Contemporary wrappers.
£ 145

8
Beltrano, Ottavio Breve descrittione
del regno di Napoli diviso in dodeci provincie,
nella quale con brevità si tratta della città di
Napoli, e delle cose più notabili di essa : e delle
città, e terre più illustri del rego, con le famiglie,
e nobili, non solo di quella, ma dell’altre citta di
esso regno ... et in questa ultima impressione
arricchita del memoriale di tuuti quelli , che
hanno dominato il regno dopò la declinatione
dell’imperio Romano (etc). Napoli, Ottavio
Beltrano 1644.
The best edition of this description of the
city and kingdom of Naples, compiled by the
Neapolitan printer and publisher Ottavio
Beltrano and first published in 1640.
4to. Engraved frontispiece, (4) + 312pp.
Frontispiece and first three leaves affected by
old stain, and a few light stains elsewhere, but
generally a good, fresh copy. Early eighteenth
panelled calf, gilt spine. From the library of the
Earls of Macclesfield, with Macclesfield
armorial bookplate dated 1860, and small
Macclesfield armorial blindstamp at head of first

10
Byne, Arthur (and) Stapley, Mildred
Provincial houses in Spain. New York, William
Helburn Inc 1925.
Still well worth having for its many
excellent photo illustrations of vernacular
domestic buildings in Andalusia, Castile, other
regions of mainland Spain, and Majorca, mainly
of 15th - 17th century date.

5

Spain in the middle years of the sixteenth
century.
8vo. 2 vols. 458pp, text ills ; (2) + pp 724, 602 photo plates. Publisher’s cloth.
Bindings affected by damp at outer margins, with
consequent fading, but still a serviceable set.
£ 65
14
Chueca Goitia, Fernando La catedral
de Valladolid. Una pagina del siglo de oro de la
arquitectura Espanola. Madrid, 1947.
Scholarly monograph, very good for its
date, on the cathedral of Valladolid, designed in
an Italian renaissance style in the 1580s by Juan
de Herrera, although not completed until the
eighteenth century.
Small folio. 240pp, photo frontispiece,
50 photo plates, 41 text ills. Publisher’s cloth. No
ownership inscription but John Bury’s copy.
£ 65

Item 10
The present copy derives from the office library
of a firm of architects in Cape Town, South
Africa, and it can be speculated that features
drawn from older Spanish vernacular
architecture offered acceptable variations on the
Cape Dutch style for the firm’s South African
clients.
Large folio. (20)pp, 190 plates (mainly
photo but including reproductions of measured
drawings). Publisher’s cloth, bumped at outer
corners and at head and foot of spine. From the
library of Walgate and Elsworth, architects,
Cape Town, South Africa, with their neat
ownership stamp on half title leaf.
£ 340

15
Clements, Robert J The peregrine
muse. Studies in comparative renaissance
literature. Chapel Hill, The University of North
Carolina Press 1959 (Univ N Carolina Studies in
Romance Languages and Literatures no.31).
A volume of essays by a US scholar
which includes one on “The Authenticity of De
Hollanda’s Dialogos em Roma”.
8vo. (8) + 138pp, Publisher’s printed
wrappers, slightly marked and creased from
handling. No ownership inscription but John
Bury’s copy. £ 18

11
Byne, Arthur, & Stapley, Mildred
Spanish architecture of the sixteenth century.
General view of the Plateresque and Herrera
styles. New York and London, G.P.Putnam’s
Sons 1917.
A major monograph on Spanish
architecture of the sixteenth century, introducing
its readers to all the most significant buildings
and architects of the period.
Small folio.
xxii + 436pp, photo
frontispiece, 80 photo plates, 140 text ills (mostly
photo). Publisher’s cloth. No ownership
inscription but John Bury’s copy.
£ 110

16
De Aguiar, Antonio A genealogia
iluminada do Infante Dom Fernando por Antonio
de Holanda e Simao Bening. Estudo historico e
critico. Lisboa, 1962.
Scholarly monograph devoted to a
lavishly illuminated manuscript in the British
Library, offering an illustrated genealogy of the
royal houses of Portugal and Spain. The
miniatures illustrating the manuscript, prepared
for the Infante Fernando of Portugal (15071534), were partly supplied by the Portugalbased artist Antonio de Hollanda, father of
Francisco de Hollanda, and partly by the famous
illuminator Simon Bening of Bruges.
Folio. 218 + (4)pp, incl full page photo
ills, also text ills. Publisher’s printed wrappers.
One of 450 numbered copies (there were also 50
copies not for sale). John Bury’s copy, with his
booklabel.
£ 85

12
(Calatrava)
Sharp, Dennis (ed)
Santiago Calatrava. London, Book Art 1992.
Catalogue for an exhibition in London in
1992 devoted to the work of the Spanish
architect and civil engineer Santiago Calatrava
(born 1951), notable as a designer of bridges,
airports and airports.
4to. 71 + (1)pp, many photo ills.
Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. £ 18

17
Domingez Cubero, Jose La rejeria de
Jaen en el siglo XVI.
Jaen, Diputacion
Provincial de Jaen 1989.
Monograph on the sixteenth century
rejeria (wrought iron grilles) in churches in the

13
Camon Aznar, Jose La arquitectura
plateresca. Madrid, 1945.
Authoritative study of the “estilo
plateresco”, the dominant architectural style in

6

Spanish province of Jaen. It includes the texts of
some contracts for their construction and
erection.
8vo. 392 + (4)pp, 19 plates, 29 plates,
52 text ills. Publisher’s printed wrappers.John
Bury’s copy. £ 24

4to. xvii + (1) + 350pp, many ills
(mostly colour photos). Publisher’s cloth, in
dustwrapper. John Bury’s copy. £ 40
20
(Escriva, Pedro Luis) (Mariategui,
Eduardo, ed.) Apologia en excusacion y favor
de las fabricas del reino de Napoles por el
Comendador Scriba. Manuscrito del siglo XVIo,
publicado ahora por primera vez ... por el
Coronel D.Eduardo Mariategui Comandante de
Ingenieros.
Madrid, “en la imprenta del
Memorial de Ingenieros” 1878.
The first (and only ?) published edition
of this discussion, in dialogue form, of the
principles involved in the design of military
fortifications, printed from a surviving
manuscript in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
The manuscript’s author, Pedro Luis Escriva
(c.1480 - living 1538), a Spaniard from Valencia,
was employed as a military engineer in the
kingdom of Naples, under Spanish rule from
1504 onwards, and in this role he had designed
the very impressive surviving Forte Spagnolo at
L’Aquila (Abruzzo), as well as rebuilding to his
own designs, innovative at the time, the equally
impressive Castel Sant’Elmo overlooking the
city of Naples, now preserved as a museum and
exhibition centre. His Apologia is thus directly
based on his practical experience and he refers
throughout it to features of his design for the
Castel Sant’Elmo. This makes it one of the very
earliest treatises on military architecture to have
been written by an author with direct personal
experience of fortification design.
8vo. xxxii + 206pp, 3 large folding litho
plates. Twentieth century cloth, morocco spine.
John Bury’s copy, with his book label and that of
his son Michael Bury.
£ 140

18
(Ducroz) Images of the Grand Tour.
Louis Ducroz 1748-1810. Geneva, Editions du
Tricorne 1985.
Good catalogue for an exhibition of
watercolours by the Swiss landscape artist Louis
Ducros held successively in London and
Lausanne in 1985-6. Ducros lived and worked in
Rome and Naples between 1776 and 1807, and
his views of buildings and scenery in Rome and
Southern Italy were highly regarded by
contemporaries.
Folio. 111 + (1)pp, many photo ills
(some colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers.
James Stirling’s copy. £ 18
19
Edgerton, Samuel Y. Theaters of
conversion. Religious architecture and Indian
artisans in colonial Mexico. With photographs
by Jorge Perez de Lara.
Albuquerque,
University of New Mexico Press 2001.
This emphasises the contribution made
by native Indian craftsmen to the internal
decorative schemes of Mexican churches of the
sixteenth century.

21
Fea, Carlo I reclami del Foro Trajano
esposti al pubblico e giustificati.
Roma,
Stamperia della R.C.A. 1832.
A scarce pamphlet by Carlo Fea (17531836), a lawyer and antiquary who as
Commissario delle Antichita for the city of
Rome played a major role in the protection of
archaeological sites in Rome and in its vicinity.
Here he explains the legal grounds on which he
had managed to prevent Count Valentini, a
Roman banker and owner of the Palazzo
Imperiali in the middle of the city, from building
on the site of a demolished house at the back of
his palace which had occupied part of the site of
the Foro Traiano, the forum built by the Emperor
Trajan with Trajan’s Column as its centrepiece.
Fea’s historical survey of the relevant legislation
takes his readers from the earliest times to the
recent pontificate of Pope Pius VII, during which
various named restorations of famous Roman
buildings had taken place. Not in Olchski, Choix
Item 16
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(where numerous other publications by Fea are
listed).
8vo. 26pp. Twentieth century wrappers.
£ 130

wrappers, slightly worn, also defective at foot of
spine. No ownership inscription but Roderick
Gradidge’s copy.
£ 16

22
Fiore, Vittorio Il verde e la roccia. Sul
recupero della Latomia dei Cappuccini in
Siracusa. (No place of publication), Edizioni
della Meridiana 2008.
Proposals for the conservation of the
celebrated stone quarries in the Sicilian city of
Syracuse,
incorporating
much
useful
information on their past and present condition.
Oblong 4to. 342 + (4)pp, many photo
ills. Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. No
ownership inscription but Joseph Rykwert’s
copy. £ 30

26
(Gaudi) Ràfols, José F. Antonio Gaudí.
Barcelona, Editorial Canosa 1929.
First Spanish-language edition of this
excellent book, published three years after the
death of Gaudí (an edition in Catalan had been
published a year before). Ràfols was the first to
publish a full monograph on the Barcelona
architect and this tidily produced and wellillustrated book does him justice. It also features
a chronology of events in Gaudí’s life and a
detailed bibliography.

23
Garcia Espuche, Albert Civitats : del
globus al satel.lit. (Cities from balloon to
satellit).
Barcelona, Centre de Cultura
Contemporania de Barcelona (and Madrid,
Electa) 1994.
Comparative aerial panoramic views of
the world’s cities, based on images and
photographs dating from the 1840s onwards. The
accompanying text in the volume itself is in
Catalan, but the publishers helpfully issued a
separate English-language version of the text in
the same format.
4to. 2 vols. 247 + (1)pp, many photo ills
(some colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers.
An accompanying volume in the same format and
similar wrappers contains an English-language
translation of the text, 52pp. Gavin Stamp’s
copies. £ 40
24
(Gaudi) Casanelles, E. Antonio Gaudi
: a reappraisal. (London), Studio Vista 1967.
An interesting study of Gaudi, with
extensive illustrations of his executed buildings,
first published in Spanish in Barcelona in 1965.
This English-language version has an added
introduction by the author, revising some of the
judgements made by him in the original Spanish
edition.
8vo. 124 + (6)pp, 128 photo plates.
Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper. Prof.John
House’s copy, with his signature.
£ 35

Item 26
A reprint was issued in 1960, but this original
edition is scarce.
4to. 305+(1)pp, numerous photo ills.
Publisher’s gold-stamped cloth, a little rubbed at
head of spine. Roderick Gradidge’s copy
(bookplate).
£ 240
27
(Gaudí) Sweeney, James Johnson &
Sert, Josep Lluís Antoni Gaudí. London,
Architectural Press 1960.
A good introduction to Gaudí’s
architecture, tracing in particular the evolution of
his unique style from the Gothic Revival which
originated in England, and the local architectural
traditions of Catalonia.
4to. 191+(1)pp, 193 colour & b+w text
ills. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper (the

25
(Gaudí)
Centro
de
Estudios
Gaudinistas Gaudí. Barcelona, Cuadernos
de Arquitectura 1960.
A rather unfamiliar volume in the book
trade today. The subjects discussed, in essays by
Cartalan architectural historians, include the
Sagrada Familia, the Park Guëll and Gaudí’s
relationship with modernism.
4to. (100)pp, numerous photo text ills,
loosely inserted errata slip. Publisher’s pictorial

8

wrapper soiled and abraded at margins).
Roderick Gradidge’s copy (bookplate, some glue
discolouration) with ink presentation inscription
1961. £ 18

elevations and ground plans, while also keeping
abreast of recent archaeological discoveries
(numerous footnotes marked with asterisks
provide information not found in the earlier 1795
edition). Guattani also provides, in Chapter X of
his second volume, descriptions of St.Peter’s and
of the Vatican Palace, and brief comments on the
architecture of the principal Renaissance and
Baroque palaces of the Roman aristocracy.
The present copy is shown by a printed
book label to have belonged to Prof. Caspar
Jacob Christiaan Reuvens (1793-1835), a
pioneer field archaeologist in the Netherlands
and founding director of the Museum of
Antiquities at Leiden. BAL Cat 1392 ; Schudt
773 ; Cicognara 3753 ; Olschki 17084.
4to. 2 vols in 1. Engraved frontispiece,
(4) + 122pp, double-page folding engraved map,
(27) folding engraved plates (numbered 1-25,
25.2, 26) ; (4) + 150 + (2)pp, (30) engraved
plates (numbered 1-4, *, 31-55, of which three
are larger and folding). Contemporary quarter
calf, chipped at head of spine. Book label of
Bibliotheca Reuvensiana pasted to verso of front
free endpaper (allowing the identification of this
copy as that which was lot 852 in the auction sale
at Leiden in October 1838 of the library of Prof.
Caspar Reuvens). £ 780

28
(Gell) Clay, Edith & Frederiksen,
Martin (eds) Sir William Gell in Italy. Letters
to the Society of Dilettanti, 1831-1835. London,
Hamish Hamilton 1976.
Scholarly edition of a series of vividly
written letters from the writer and archaeologist
Sir William Gell (1777-1836), then domiciled in
Naples, to William Richard Hamilton, Secretary
to the Society of Dilettanti.
8vo. (8) + 182pp, 13 photo plates.
Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
£ 14
29
(Goya) Goya. Truth and fantasy. The
small paintings. Exhibition curated by Juliet
Wilson-Bareau (and) Manuela B. Mena
Marques. London, Royal Academy of Arts
1994.
Impressive catalogue for an exhibition
held successively in Madrid, London and
Chicago in 1993-4.
4to. 387 + (1)pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. Jill
Allibone’s copy, with acquisition date 8 June
1994. £ 45

31
Hollanda, Francisco de Da pintura
antiqua. Introducao e notas de Angel Gonzalez
Garcia. (Lisboa), Imprensa Nacional-Casa de
Moeda (1983).
A scholarly modern edition of
Hollanda’s Dialogues on Painting, seemingly
now scarce.
8vo. xlviii + 419 + (3)pp. Publisher’s
wrappers. John Bury’s copy, with some pencil
marginal notes and reading marks, and with
some other notes loosely inserted.
£ 45

30
Guattani, Giuseppe Antonio Roma
descritta ed illustrata ... in questa seconda
edizione corretta ed accresciuta.
Roma,
Stamperia Pagliarini 1805, 1805.
Second and fullest edition of this
thorough descriptive account of the surviving
buildings and monuments of ancient Rome, first
published under the title Roma Antica at
Bologna in 1795. Its value for contemporary
scholars and readers was that Guattani (17481830), Secretary of the Pontificia Accademia
Romano di Archeologia, concentrated on
providing accurate architectural descriptions of
the remains of the major temples, baths and other
structures, with accompanying measured

32
Hollanda, Francisco de Da pintura
antigua .. commentada por Joaquim des
Vasconcellos. Porto, Edicao da Renascenca
Portuguesa (1918).
This 1918 version of Vasconcellos’s
edition of Hollanda’s Dialogues omits the
extensive
scholarly
commentary
that
accompanied the Vienna edition of 1899, but has
the merit that it includes additional notes and an
additional bibliography at the end which take
account of writings about Hollanda since 1899.
8vo. 352 + (2)pp, 16 ills on plates. Early
twentieth-century cloth, original printed
wrappers bound in. Ink presentation inscription,
dated 3 November 1918, from Vasconcellos to
his friend José Queiroz (presumably the
historian of Portuguese ceramics), on
preliminary leaf. A few pencil notes by Queiroz
in margins. Subsequently King Manoel II of

Item 30
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Portugal’s copy, with his bookplate, and more
recently John Bury’s copy.
£ 48

architecture in Rome in the late 1530s. Although
there is some argument as to the accuracy of
Hollanda’s recollections, the dialogues are
recognised as a key contemporary source for
Michelangelo’s opinions on artistic topics.
Vasconcellos had published an earlier version of
this edition in 1896, with Portuguese explanatory
text only, but the present version is recognised as
the best.
8vo. (4) + clx + 240pp. Early twentieth
century boards, with original printed front
wrapper mounted on upper cover. John Bury’s
copy, with his booklabel.
£ 65

33
Hollanda, Francisco de Da pintura
antigua .. commentada por Joaquim des
Vasconcellos. Porto, Renascenca Portuguesa
(1930) (“segunda edicao”).
An unchanged reissue, printed on
cheaper paper, of the 1918 version of
Vasconcellos’s edition of Hollanda’s Dialogues.
8vo. 352 + (2)pp, 16 ills on plates. Mid
twentieth-century quarter morocco, cloth sides.
John Bury’s copy, with his booklabel. £ 18

37
(Hollanda) De Castro e Souza, A.D.
Vida de Francisco de Ollanda, illuminador, e
architecto Portuguez, que floresceo no decimo
sexto seculo, extrahida de seus escriptos.
Lisboa, “Typ.da Viuva Coelho e Comp.” 1844.
A rare pamphlet by the Portuguese
scholar and art historian Antonio Damaso de
Castro e Souza (1804-1876), offering a brief but
properly documented account of the life of
Francisco de Hollanda, based on his surviving
writings. The author dedicated it to Count
Raczynski, at that time Prussian Ambassador to
Portugal.
8vo. 18pp. Sewn as issued, in decorative
paper folder. Old ownership stamp on title leaf.
No ownership inscription but John Bury’s copy.
£ 110

34
Hollanda, Francisco de Four dialogues
on painting. Rendered into English by Aubrey
F.G.Bell. London, Oxford University Press
(Humphrey Milford) 1928.
Translation of Hollanda’s Dialogues
into English by Aubrey Fitzgerald Bell (18811950), an expatriate English journalist and writer
resident in Portugal (for his career and literary
achievement see ODNB). Scarce in the book
trade today.
8vo. xv + (1) + 110pp, photo
frontispiece. Publisher’s cloth. John Bury’s
copy, with a few marginal pencil notes and
reading marks. £ 35
35
Hollanda, Francisco de
Quatre
dialogues sur la peinture ... mis en Français par
Léo Rouanet. Paris, Librairie Honoré Champion
1911.
Translation into French of Hollanda’s
Dialogues on Painting, with a useful introduction
by the volume’s translator, the French scholar
Léo Rouanet (1863-1911).
8vo. viii + 237 + (3)pp, portrait
frontispiece and photo reproduction of the title
leaf of the manuscript of Hollanda’s text. Mid
twentieth-century quarter morocco, cloth sides,
original front printed wrapper bound in. One of
500 copies in this form (there were also six
copies printed on papier Hollande). JohnBury’s
copy.
£ 48

38
(Hollanda) Pellizzari, Achille (ed) (Le
opere di Francisco de Hollanda II) (title taken
from front wrapper). (Napoli), Societa Anonima
Editrice Francesco Perella 1915 (imprint taken
from front wrapper).
All that was issued of an ambitious but
unfinished project by the Italian scholar
Prof.Achille Pellizzari (1882-1948) to publish
the complete works of Francisco de Hollanda.
The first volume contains the text of Hollanda’s
four Dialogues on Painting, together with that of
the first book of his Da Pintura Antiqua, while
the second volume provides large facsimile
reproductions of a set of drawings of Italian
antiquities done by Hollanda for King Joao III of

36
Hollanda, Francisco de
Vier
Gespräche über die Malerei geführt zu Rom
1538. Original text mit übersetzung, einleitung,
beilagen und erläuteren von Joaquim de
Vasconcellos. Wien, Carl Graeser 1899.
The definitive edited version by the
Portuguese
art
historian
Joaquim
de
Vasconcellos of these dialogues on art by the
Portuguese painter and architect Francisco de
Hollanda (c.1517-1584), reporting the substance
of conversations which Hollanda had held with
Michelangelo, Vittoria Colonna and Lattanzio
Tolomei while he was studying military
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Portugal in the 1540s. Both volumes are rare and
handsomely produced, and the text volume is
neatly printed on handmade paper.
Large folio. 2 vols. 160pp ; 119 + (1)pp
of ills, all facsimile reproductions of drawings by
Hollanda of Italian antiquities. Original
wrappers, preserved inside recent decorative
paper wrappers. A good set. John Bury’s copy.
£ 280
39
(Hollanda) Deswarte, Sylvie Ideias e
imagens em Portugal na epoca dos
descobrimentos. Francisco de Hollanda e a teoria
da arte. Lisboa, Difel 1992.
A well-illustrated volume which
provides an up-to-date account of Francisco de
Hollanda’s contribution to the theory of art.
Folio. 299 + (3)pp, many photo ills
(some
colour).
Publisher’s
cloth,
in
dustwrapper. No ownership inscription but John
Bury’s copy. £ 75
40
(Hollanda) Segurado, Jose Francisco
d’Ollanda. Da sua vida e obras arquitecto da
renascenca ao servicio de D.Joao III pintor
desenhador escritor humanista (etc). Lisboa,
Edicoes Excelsior (1970).
Massive study of all the aspects of
Francisco de Hollanda’s career as architect,
painter, designer and author.
Large folio. 539 + (5)pp, many photo
ills. Publisher’s printed wrappers. John Bury’s
copy, with ink inscription to him from the author,
19 May 1977, on half title leaf. £ 125

Item 39
41
Jordan, Annemarie Retrato de corte
em Portugal. O legado de Antonio Moro (15521572). Lisboa, Quetzal Editores 1994.
A well-illustrated study of the career of
the Netherlands-born artist Anthonis Mor
(c.1517-1577) as a court painter in Portugal,
England, the Spanish Netherlands and Spain
over a twenty-year period.
Folio. 197 + (3)pp, 116 colour photo
ills. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper. John
Bury’s copy, with presentation inscription from
the author.
£ 50

42
Kauffmann, C.M.
Catalogue of
paintings in the Wellington Museum. London,
HMSO (for Victoria and Albert Museum) 1982.
Good scholarly catalogue of the
collection of paintings at Apsley House, London,
formed by the 1st Duke of Wellington and
incorporating the great haul of Old Master
paintings from the Spanish Royal Collection
captured by British troops at the battle of Vitoria
in 1813. Kauffmann traces the paintings’
provenances and corrects their previous
attributions as necessary.
4to. 176pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s
pictorial wrappers. Jill Allibone’s copy. £ 14
Item 40

11

43
Kelemen, Pal Baroque and rococo in
Latin America. New York, Macmillan 1951.
The first extensive general account in
English of the 16th-18th century art and
architecture of Central and South America, with
many illustrations.
4to. xii + (4) + 302pp, 192 photo plates.
Pre-publication review copy, in sheets as issued.
No ownership inscription but Bernard Bevan’s
copy. £ 85
44
Lucas, Charles
L’architecture en
Portugal.
Melanges
historiques
et
archéologiques. Paris, Ernest Thorin 1870.
A scarce little book which provides a
summary account of architecture in Portugal
from prehistoric times onwards, concentrating
for the most part on such well-known buildings
as Batalha, Belem and the royal palace at Mafra,
but including four useful pages devoted to the
architectural work of the author’s friend and
contemporary, the architect Juan Possidonio
Narciso da Silva, responsible for additions and
embellishments to several of the palaces
belonging to the Portuguese royal family. The
book’s author, Charles Lucas (1838-1905), was
himself a practising architect in Paris. It is not
very often that we have had through our hands a
copy of a book which is, as here, no.1 of a limited
edition.
8vo. 58 + (2)pp. Contemporary quarter
calf, marbled boards (binding by Stroobants),
original printed wrappers bound in. No.1 of 25
numbered copies on “papier de fil.” (there were
also 200 unnumbered copies on ordinary paper,
and 5 numbered copies on “vélin”).
£ 195

Item 45
he mentions a joint visit to a potential site of the
Laurentine villa by himself, by the young
Spanish architect Silvestro Perez and by Louis
Petit Radel, a French cleric from Gascony.
Unexpectedly, Marquez (1741-1820) was
himself a Mexican, although doubtless of
Spanish ancestry and by this time an established
writer and historian in Rome, and he may well
have been the first Latin American to write in a
scholarly way about an architectural subject.
Cicognara 559 (=3268). Two copies only
reported to NUC (Harvard and University of
Illinois, Urbana).
8vo. (8) + 232pp, 2 folding engraved
plans, 1 engraved map, 2 engraved vignettes.
Contemporary marbled wrappers.
The
Donaueschingen copy, with faint circular
ownership stamp on recto of title, and stamped
ownership inscription on its blank verso. Old
dampstain affecting lower blank margin of title
leaf, and a smaller one slightly affecting last two
leaves of volume, but essentially a good, fresh
copy, untrimmed as issued.
£ 580

45
Marquez, Pietro Delle ville di Plinio il
Giovane ... con un'appendice su gli atri della S.
Scrittura, e gli scamilli impares di Vitruvio.
Roma, Salomoni 1796.
Only edition of this first serious attempt
at a reconstruction of the architecture and ground
plans of Pliny's Laurentine and Tuscan villas
since that by the English writer Robert Castell in
the 1720s (of which, not surprisingly, Marquez
was unaware). Marquez prints all the relevant
passages from Pliny's correspondence, subjects
them to careful analysis, and offers an
architectural reconstruction as compatible as
possible both with Pliny's text and with Vitruvian
theory (see the vignette ill. on p.114 for the
result). His close study of Vitruvius is also
evident in a concluding essay on Vitruvius’
celebrated scamilli impares and on the evidence
for ancient architecture provided by Holy Writ.
Marquez dedicates the book to Count D'Azara,
the Spanish minister to the Holy See and the
patron and biographer of the painter Mengs, and

46
(Michelangelo)
(Goldscheider,
Ludwig) The sculptures of Michelangelo.
London, George Allen & Unwin Ltd (1940)
(“Phaidon edition”).
First edition of this fine Phaidon volume
devoted to the sculptures of Michelangelo
(published under the imprint of George Allen &
Unwin, but only because the Phaidon Press had
not yet been re-established in Britain after being
compelled to leave Vienna). It contains a
detailed scholarly text supplied by Goldscheider
and evocative photographs of the sculptures.
Subsequent Phaidon editions followed.
Large folio. 33 + (3)pp, 145 photo ills.
Publisher’s cloth.
£ 40
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47
(Michelangelo)
Goldscheider,
Ludwig Michelangelo. Paintings sculpture
architecture. London, The Phaidon Press 1954
(”second printing”).
Folio. 147 + (1)pp, mounted colour
frontispiece, 1 other mounted colour plate, 1
mounted colour text illustration, 223 + 32 photo
ills on plates. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
Jill Allibone’s copy, with acquisition date 2 May
1955. £ 30

comprehensive restoration carried out at the
expense of Cardinal Angelo Maria Quirini in
1750. Nerini records in his introduction that it
was his intention to produce a second volume
dealing with the more recent history of the
church and monastery, but Nerini had not
allowed for the fact that he would be promoted
from his abbacy to become General of the
Hieronymite Order, and the second volume
never appeared. The volume’s numerous plates
include perspective views from drawings by
Carlo Nolli of its interior and exterior before
restoration. The volume ends with a 12-page
Neo-Latin poem written in praise of Nerini and
of Cardinal Quirini by the contemporary Roman
writer Fabio Devoti. Schudt 828 ; Cicognara
3803 ; not in Olschki, Choix.
4to. xxxi + (1) + 600 + (12)pp, 13
engraved plates (some folding), 1 engraved text
ill., also engraved vignettes. Contemporary full
vellum. A good, clean, unrestored copy. £ 590

48
(Michelangelo) Ragionieri, Pina (ed)
Michelangelo. An invitation to Casa Buonarroti.
Milano, Charta 1994.
Issued as the catalogue to accompany a
London exhibition in 1994, but useful as an
English-language account of the Casa
Buonarotti, the family home in Florence of
Michelangelo’s family, where a collection of
drawings and archival material relevant to
Michelangelo still remains.
8vo. 87 + (3)pp, colour ills. Publisher’s
pictorial wrappers. Jill Allibone’s copy, with
acquisition date 5 May 1994. £ 14

50
Nibby, Antonio Del Foro Romano della
Via Sacra dell’Anfitreato Flavio.
Roma,
Vincenzo Poggioli 1819.
Only edition of this good scholarly
account of the surviving temples, triumphal
arches, the columns of Trajan and Phocas, the
Colosseum and other structures in the Forum
area of central Rome, incorporating information
from recent archaeological excavations. Olschki,
Choix, 17656.
8vo. 259 + (3)pp, 5 engraved plates (4
folding). Contemporary wrappers, with the
printed label of “Bouchard, Libraire” on the
upper cover (this was the bookselling business
founded in Rome by Jean Bouchard in the middle
of the eighteenth century, still operating in the
first half of the nineteenth century from premises
in the Piazza di Spagna: the label advertises
their stock of books in French, Italian and
English, and their stock of prints from books by
Canova, Morghen and Volpato). Part of front
free endpaper torn away, and the outer corners
of the pages rather curled, but an untrimmed
copy as issued. £ 235

49
Nerini, Felice De templo et coenobio
Sanctorum Bonifacii et Alexii historica
monumenta. Roma, “ex Typographia Apollinea
apud heredes Jo.Laurentii Barbiellini in Foro
Pasquini” 1752.
A good monograph devoted to the early
mediaeval church of SS Alessio e Bonifacio on
the Aventine Hill in Rome, written by Felice
Maria Nerini (1705-1787), the scholarly abbot of
its accompanying Hieronymite monastery.
Nerini’s narrative only takes the church’s history
up to the mid fifteenth century, but this does not
matter, for the monograph’s importance is as a
record of the church’s architectural character and
of the works of art in its interior prior to a

51
(Niemeyer) Flagge, Paul Andreas &
Ingeborg (eds) Oscar Niemeyer. Eine Legende
der Moderne/A legend of modernism. Frankfurt
am Main, Deutsches Architektur Museum (and
Birkhäuser) 2003.
A well-illustrated monograph on the
eminent and then seemingly immortal Brazilian
architect Oscar Niemeyer (1907-2012), issued to
accompany an exhibition held in Frankfurt am
Main in 2003.
Folio. 144pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. No
ownership inscription but Joseph Rykwert’s
copy. £ 24
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53
Ottagono Ottagono 92. Il moderno
come stile/the modern as style. Settembre 1989.
Milano, 1989.
The major element in this substantial
issue of an Italian periodical dedicated to design
is a lengthy article by the Spanish architect and
architectural theoretician Ignasi de Sola-Morales
on “Architettura Debole” (”weak architecture”).
The issue has a bilingual text in Italian and
English.
Folio. 161 + (1)pp, many photo ills, also
many additional pp of adverts. Publisher’s
pictorial wrappers. Brian Housden’s copy.
£ 18
54
Reale Accademia d’Italia, Fondazione
Alessandro Volta Convegno di Arti 25-31
Ottobre
1936-XIV.
Tema:
Rapporti
dell’architettura con le arti figurative. Roma,
Reale Accademia d’Italia 1937-XV.
This volume documents the proceedings
of a conference held in Rome in October 1936,
under the auspices of the Fondazione Alessandro
Volta, attended by invited architects and artists
both from Italy and from elsewhere in the world.
Its primary significance in the literature of
architecture and its allied arts is that the invited
guests included Le Corbusier, who delivered a
lengthy speech, printed in full here both in
French and in Italian translation, on ‘Les
tendences de l’architecture rationaliste en
rapport avec la collaboration de la peinture et de
la sculpture’. The occasion was an important one
for Le Corbusier, but although it can be seen
from the discussion after his speech, also
recorded in full here, that his general theoretical
approach attracted support both from Paul
Bonatz
(Germany)
and
W.M.Dudok
(Netherlands), and some encouragement from
the Italian modernist architect Giuseppe Pagano,
others in the audience were more sceptical, and
it became clear after the conference that hopes
that Le Corbusier had had that the Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini would make use of his
suggested plans for the redevelopment of Addis
Abbaba, the Ethiopian capital then recently
captured by the Italian army, were illusory, and

Item 52
52
(Orlandi,
Pellegrino
Antonio)
Abecedario pittorico dall’autore ristampato,
corretto, ed accresciuto di multi professori, e di
altre notizie spettanti alla pittura, ed in quest’
ultima impressione con nuova, e copioso
aggiunta di alcuni altri professori. Napoli,
Nicolò e Vincenzo Rispoli 1733.
The primary interest of this Naples
edition of Orlandi’s Abecedario Pittorico lies in
its association with the great Neapolitan painter
Francesco Solimena (1657-1747). It is dedicated
to Solimena (who was still very much alive at its
date of publication), and contains additionally
both a long biographical note on Solimena and
the texts of various letters written to Solimena by
appreciative clients between 1717 and 1731,
most notably Prince Eugene of Savoy (five
letters) and Lothar Franz von Schönborn,
Archbishop-Elector of Mainz (three letters).
Additionally, a supplement of artists not
included in the previous Bologna editions of
Orlandi (pp 431-73) includes informative notes
on several other Neapolitan painters of the early
eighteenth century.
4to. (20) + 473 + (101)pp, 5 engraved
plates of artists’ monograms (lettered A-E).
Contemporary full vellum. 19th century
engraved bookplate of Fintray House Library.
(the Aberdeenshire county house of a branch of
the Forbes family). A light dampstain at lower
outer corner throughout, but still a reasonably
pleasing copy. £ 540
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that Italian architects only would be involved in
any urban planning for Ethiopia. Others present
at the conference included Filippo Tomasso
Marinetti, the Italian futurist, who spoke to the
conference on the relationship between
architecture and the decorative arts, and there are
useful short biographies at the back of the
volume of all the architects and artists present.
Copies of this volume are surprisingly scarce in
the book trade, and this is the first time that we
have had a copy through our hands.
8vo. Photo frontispiece, 369 + (3)pp,
one leaf publisher’s adverts, photo text ills.
Publisher’s printed boards.
£ 395

Folio. 74 + (6)pp, 34 photo plates, many
photo text ills. Publisher’s boards, cloth spine.
Binding and pages slightly bumped at lower
outer corner, but a good copy otherwise.£ 185
57
Salazaro, Demetrio
Studi sui
monumenti della Italia meridionale dal IVo. al
XIIIo. secolo. Parte prima; parte seconda (with)
L’arte Romana al medio evo, Appendice agli
Studi sui monumenti della Italia meridionale.
Napoli, 1871, 1877, 1881 (but final part still in
production at October 1886).
These mighty volumes represent the
magnum opus of Demetrio Salazaro (18221882), a senior employee of the Museo
Nazionale in Naples, who was the first scholar in
modern times to investigate the early medieval
art and architecture of Southern Italy and Sicily.
The volumes use chromolitho plates to illustrate
surviving mosaics and mural paintings in the
principal medieval church buildings in the
region, and, unusually for a book of which

55
(Resende) Noticias da vida de André
de Rèsende pelo beneficiado Francisco Leitao
Ferreira ... publicadas, anotadas e aditadas por
Anselmo Braamcamp Freire. (No place of
publication), Edicao do Arquivo Historico
Portugues 1916.
A good scholarly edition, scarce today,
of an eighteenth-century biography of André de
Rèsende (c.1500-1573), a Dominican friar
regarded as “the father of Portuguese
archaeology”, and who was also a historian of his
native country and of his native town of Evora,
and a friend and admirer of Erasmus. The
biography had originally been compiled by
Francisco Leitao Ferreira (1667-1735), a Roman
Catholic priest.
Folio. xxi + (1) + 244 + (4)pp.
Publisher’s printed wrappers. John Bury’s copy,
with his booklabel and that of his son Michael
loosely inserted.
£ 105
56
Rogent Pedrosa, François Cathédrale
de
Barcelone.
Description
artisticoarquéologique de François Rogent Pedrosa,
architecte, précédée d’un aperçu historique par
l’Abbé Gaetan Soler .. traduction de l’espagnol
de A.G.Bertal. Barcelone, Parera & Cie 1898.
Scarce monograph on Barcelona
Cathedral jointly written by a Catalan architect,
Francesc Rogent Pedrosa, and a Catalan Roman
Catholic priest, and ardent Catalan nationalist,
Gaieta Soler (their Christian names are given in
French for the purposes of the present volume).
In its present form the cathedral is mostly of
early fourteenth century date and the volume
provides a useful historical and architectural
account of it, with good illustrations of all its
surviving fourteenth-century features. A
supplementary part which would have recorded
the cathedral’s fifteenth century cloister and the
new facade added to the cathedral in the late
1880s was never published. It should be noted
that this book is sometimes catalogued,
inaccurately, either under Pedrosa or under
Soler.

publication had commenced by 1871, actual
mounted photographs to illustrate sculptures,
carved ornament, and, in some cases, the
interiors and exteriors of the church buildings
featured.
All the parts come with quite extensive
accompanying text, the first part being devoted
to cathedrals, monasteries and churches in
Naples, Amalfi, Salerno, Capua and other places
in Campania, the second part to similar buildings
in Apulia, Calabria and Sicily (these including
the cathedrals at Palermo and Monreale), and the
final part, the “Appendice”, to selected buildings
of similar date in Rome and Orvieto. Although
this final part carries the date 1881 on its title
leaf, it contains a tribute to Salazaro by his friend
Giulio Minervini, dated 10 October 1886, by
which time Salazaro was long dead, and it seems
likely that this part and its predecessors were
issued in instalments over significant periods of
time.
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architect and he writes interestingly on
individual buildings and on Mexican culture
generally.
8vo. xviii + 363 + (1)pp, 64 photo plates.
Publisher’s cloth. No ownership inscription, but
Bernard Bevan’s copy. £ 18
60
Sitwell, Sacheverell Spanish baroque
art with buildings in Portugal, Mexico and other
colonies. (London), Duckworth 1931.
First edition. We list this copy here in
preference to John Bury’s copy of this same title,
which we also possess (and is available from us
at a lesser price, on application), since Bury’s
copy lacks the free front endpaper, but the fact
that Bury possessed a copy reflects the fact that
Sitwell’s book covers baroque architecture in
Portugal and Latin America as well as in Spain.
One of 1500 copies.
8vo. 112pp, 24 photo plates. Publisher’s
cloth, with gilt-stamped image of Portuguese
coin of Joao V on upper cover. Bookplate of
Pamela and Raymond Lister. £ 45

Item 57
Prospective purchasers should be aware
that the volumes are large and heavy, weighing
together about 16 kilos.
Elephant folio. 3 parts in 2 vols (first
volume contains Studi, parts I & II, second
volume the L’Arte Romana appendix). (4) + 69
+ (3)pp, 24 plates (of which 14 are chromolitho,
rest actual mounted photographs); (2) + 69 +
(1)pp, 24 plates (of which 12 are chromolitho,
rest actual mounted photo plates); (6) + 43 +
(3)pp, 16 plates (of which 8 are chromolitho, the
rest actual mounted photo plates). Publisher’s
full vellum, the covers decorated with coloured
red lettering surrounded by red borders
(bindings a little soiled, with some of the original
colouring displaced and spine of first volume
chipped at head and foot). Late nineteenth
century bookplates of Frederick A(ugustus)
Wood, Chew Magna, Somerset (c.1822-1904, a
local Somerset antiquary).
£ 840

61
Smith, Robert C.
Congonhas do
Campo. Texto de Robert C.Smith. Fotos de
Marcel Gautherot e Robert C.Smith. Rio de
Janeiro, Agir 1973.
Well-illustrated monograph on the
remarkable devotional statues executed in wood
and stone at the end of the eighteenth century by
the famous Mulatto architect and sculptor
Aleijadinho (1730s-1814) for the church of
Congonhas do Campo, Minas Gerais, Brazil.
Folio. 124 + (4)pp, many photo ills.
Publisher’s pictorial boards. No ownership
inscription but John Bury’s copy.
£ 38

58
Samaniego
Salazar,
Filoteo
Columnario Quiteno. Tres siglos de barroco
decorativo. Quito, 1972.
A treasure trove of different designs for
columns used in the decoration and interior
fittings of baroque churches in Quito, Ecuador,
with a particularly wide selection of designs for
Solomonic columns with spirally twisted shafts.
Folio. 318 + (2)pp, hundreds of outline
drawings of columns and 4 full-page colour ills.
Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. £ 35

62
(Southern Italy and Sicily) Raccolta
degli antichi monumenti esistenti nella città di
Pesto e di alcune altere vedute appartenenti
allamedesima città ; Raccolta degli antichi
monumenti esistenti fra Pozzuolo Cuma e Baja
luoghi nel Regno di Napoli ; Raccolta degli
antichi monumenti esistenti fra Girgenti, Segeste
e Selinunte luoghi nella Sicilia ; (Vedute nel
Regno di Napoli). Roma, Agapito Franzetti nd
(late 18th century) (all four suites).
The four engraved suites bound together
here provide no fewer than 96 small engraved
views of the famous classical temples at Paestum
and of ruins of the classical period at other sites
in Southern Italy and Sicily, together with three
more impressive views from drawings by J.P.
Hackert. The engravings are all by Francesco
Morelli, except for those in the final suite which
are by Gio(vanni) Bougean. Although the
condition of the engravings is not particularly
pleasing, they offer between them a surprisingly
comprehensive record of the main classical sites

59
Sanford, Trent Elwood The story of
architecture in Mexico including the work of the
ancient Indian civilizations and that of the
Spanish colonial empire which succeeded them,
together with an account of the background in
Spain and a glimpse at the modern trend. New
York, W.W.Norton & Co Inc (1947).
Rather too general and discursive for
present-day tastes, but the author was an
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A good catalogue which relates the
engraved work of Salvator Rosa (items 61-157 in
the catalogue) to related engravings by his
Neapolitan contemporaries.
Oblong 4to. (8) + 213 + (1)pp, many
photo ills. Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. £ 25
65
Stampart, Franz von, and Prenner,
Anton Joseph von
Prodromus, seu
praeambulare lumen reserati portentosae
magnificentiae theatri. Quo omnia ad aulum
caesaream in Augustissimae Sua Caesareae ...
Majestatis ... Caroli VI metropoli, et residentia
Viennae recondita artificiorum, et pretiositatum
decora ... fideliter, & absque defectu aeri sunt
incisa, & annexa brevi introductione ... edita
(also with German language title leaf). Wien,
Johann Peter van Ghelen 1735.
Only edition of this remarkable
illustrated catalogue of the paintings and
sculptures in the art gallery of the Imperial
Palace in Vienna. The majority of these had been
collected in the middle of the seventeenth
century by the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm of
Austria (died 1665), who when governor of the
Spanish Netherlands between 1647 and 1656 had
employed the painter David Teniers as court
artist at Brussels and curator of his picture
collection (a series of paintings by Teniers
survive showing the Archduke in his “cabinet of
pictures”). Although Teniers himself published
engravings of 243 of the best of the Italian
paintings, the collection, taken back to Vienna
after 1656 by the Archduke, was also strong in

Item 62
in Southern Italy and Sicily as they appeared
towards the end of the eighteenth century.
When we originally catalogued this
volume, we were under the impression that three
plates at the end, offering twelve views of sites
in the kingdom of Naples and numbered 3-5,
represented part only of a larger suite : but we
have since seen a copy in a contemporary
binding collating identically to ours, and we have
now concluded that our volume is complete, at
least as issued in this collected form.
Oblong quarto. 4 items in 1. Engraved
title leaf, engraved general view of Paestum
(after Hackert), and 28 engraved views of
Paestum on 7 plates ; engraved title leaf,
engraved general view of Lake Averno (after
Hackert), and 40 engraved views of Pozzuoli etc.
on 10 plates ; engraved title leaf, engraved
general view of temples at Girgenti (after
Hackert), and 16 engraved views of Girgenti etc.
on 4 plates ; and (3) engraved plates (numbered
3-5), carrying 12 engraved views of monuments
elsewhere in the kingdom of Naples. Recent
quarter calf. The first four plates of the Paestum
suite are somewhat soiled and damp-affected at
their bottom left-hand blank corner, and other
plates are slightly browned or spotted at their
blank outer margins (three outer corners
creased).
£ 540
63
(Spanish Painting) The golden age of
Spanish painting. London, Royal Academy of
Arts 1976.
Catalogue for the Royal Academy
exhibition in January - March 1976, featuring
paintings by El Greco, Velazquez, Murillo,
Zurbaran, Ribera and so on.
Folio. 116pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. £ 12
64
(Speciale, Onofrio (ed))
Incisori
Napoletani del ‘600. Villa Farnesina 19 Marzo 24 Maggio 1981. Roma, Multigrafica Editrice
1981.
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Toussaint, Manuel Arte colonial en
Mexico. Mexico, Imprenta Universitaria 1948.
First edition of the principal published
work of the distinguished Mexican art historian
Manuel Toussaint (1890-1955). Toussaint deals
fully with Mexican architecture, sculpture and
painting, and his book is historically important in
that it provides useful coverage of such topics as
neo-classical architecture in Mexico which had
hardly been mentioned in earlier publications.
Folio. xxxi + (1) + 501 + (5)pp, 345
photo ills. Publisher’s cloth, worn at head and
foot of spine and bumped at outer corners. John
Bury’s copy. £ 95
67
(Vanvitelli) Fichera, Francesco Luigi
Vanvitelli. Roma, Reale Accademia d’Italia
1937.
The first modern book on Vanvitelli
(1700-1773), best known as the architect of the
Neapolitan royal palace at Caserta.
8vo. xi + (1) + 207 + (3)pp, p6 photo
ills, 10 other text ills. Publisher’s printed paper
boards. £ 60
Item 65
68
Vargaslugo, Elisa Mexico barroco.
Vida y arte. Mexico, Salvat Editores 1993.
Well-illustrated study of Mexican art
and architecture of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, with unfamiliar images of
paintings, church exteriors and extraordinarily
elaborate church interiors and furnishings.
Folio.`168pp, many colour photo ills.
Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper. Ink
presentation inscription on title leaf from the
author to “Don Bernardo Bevan, historiador del
arte novohispano” (the British architectural
historian Bernard Bevan, author of what was
long the only general study in English devoted to
Spanish architecture). £ 30

German, Dutch and Spanish paintings, as well as
in sculptures, and in the 1730s Stampart and
Prenner, court painters to the Emperor Charles
VI, were commissioned to produce the present
volume, which offers accurate engraved images
in reduced size of several hundred of the
paintings, and all the most significant of the
sculptures.
This was the first publication devoted to
a major European collection in which so large a
proportion of the works of art were illustrated,
and it was also one of the earliest to show how
the individual paintings were arranged and hung.
The authors had originally intended an even
more comprehensive volume (evidenced in part
by a set of proof plates, from the William
Beckford and Hamilton Palace collections,
which featured, somewhat under-described, as
item 1074 in Weinreb cat 42), but the present
copy is complete as issued, including the
engraved leaf with an index of artists, which is
often absent. Berlin Cat 3965. Large
folio.
Printed title leaf in Latin, printed title leaf in
German, engraved dedication leaf, (6)ff printed
text, engraved plate with ground plan of gallery
and portraits of the authors, engraved plate with
views of gallery interiors, (27) engraved plates
numbered 4-30 (the first twenty-three illustrating
the paintings in the collection, with many images
on each plate, and the last four the sculptures in
the collection). engraved index leaf, printed text
leaf with publication details. Contemporary
boards, rather worn and marked, with old paper
label on upper cover. A fresh, untrimmed copy,
in good condition internally.
£ 2,450

69
(Velazquez)
Brown, Jonathan
Collected writings on Velazquez. (Madrid),
CEEH (and Yale University Press) 2008.
Collected writings on Velazquez
between 1964 and 2006 by the American art
historian Jonathan Brown.
4to. 447 + (1)pp, many photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. No
ownership inscription, but Joseph Rykwert’s
copy. £ 30
70
(Velazquez) Justi, Carl Diego
Velazquez und sein Jahrhundert. Vollständige
Ausgabe. Zürich, Phaidon Verlag AG 1933.
Convenient edition of this classic of art
history (first edition, 1888, second edition,
1903), incorporating a memoir of Justi by his
nephew, a tribute to him by Wilhelm Waetzoldt
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and a new set of illustrations put together by
Ludwig Goldscheider.
8vo. 797 + (3) + (8)pp, (88) + 143
photo plates. Publisher’s cloth, slightly chipped
at head of spine.
£ 14
71
Vignola, Giacomo Barozzi da Regola
delli cinque ordini d’architettura ... con aggiunta
di alcune porte ... e con una brevissima pratica
intorno a’ frontespizi, agl’ edifici, porte, finestre,
cortili, scale, cammini ... con una nuova tavola
geometrica .. e finalmente aggiuntavi una pratica
intorno alla riparazione de’ fiumi. Roma, 1763
(”e si vendono in Napoli da Saverio Rossi
attaccato al Campanile di S.Chiara”).
An eighteenth century reworking of
Vignola’s engraved treatise on the five orders of
architecture, the illustrations essentially copied
from those in seventeenth century octavo
editions of Vignola issued by the De’Rossi firm
in Rome, while the text incorporates brief
remarks on facades, doors, windows and so on,
aphorisms on watercourses, and five additional
illustrations, all borrowed from the 1718 edition
by Filippo Vasconi of Giovanni Branca’s
Manuale
d’Architettura.
The
British
Architectural Library copy contains an
additional plate numbered XLIV, not present in
our copy. BAL Cat 3458 (a lengthy and helpful
description).
4to. Engraved portrait frontispiece, 76
+ xvi pp (including text engravings numbered IXXXV, 46-50), also 9 engraved plates additional
to pagination (numbered XXXVI -XLIII, the
remaining plate being double-page and
unnumbered). Contemporary vellum, slightly
worn and soiled. Frontispiece and title leaf a
little spotted, occasional spotting or soiling
elsewhere and a small stain at top outer blank
corner of last few plates (but a respectable copy
nonetheless). £ 620

Item 72
Large folio. 240 + (2) + (4)pp,245 photo plates.
Publisher’s cloth, a little bumped at outer
corners. No ownership inscription, but John
Bury’s copy. £ 95

73
Vitruvius L’architettura di Vitruvio
Pollione colla traduzione Italiana e comento del
Marchese
Berardo
Galiani
academico
Ercolanense,
e
architetto
di
merito
dell’Accademia di S.Luca. Napoli, Stamperia
Simoniana 1758.
A substantial new edition of Vitruvius,
printing Vitruvius’s Latin text together with a
facing Italian translation, and intended by its
author, the Neapolitan aristocrat Berardo Galiani
(1724-1774), as a replacement for the edition of
Vitruvius by Perrault which in its version of
1684 had long been thought of as the most
reliable one for use and reading by architects and
scholars. Galiani emphasises in his preface the
trouble that he had taken to provide an accurate
Latin text, based on extant manuscripts in the
Vatican as well as on previous printed editions,
and the scholarly footnotes which he provides
throughout show the very considerable care with
which he went about his editorial
responsibilities. He also commissioned an
entirely new series of accompanying engraved
plates, owing little to the illustrations used in
previous editions by other scholars, and these
served as the model for illustrations in
subsequent editions by other hands until well
into the nineteenth century. The edition was
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Villegas, Victor Manuel El gran signo
formal del barroco. Ensayo historico del apoyo
estipite. Prologo de Manuel Toussaint. Mexico,
Imprenta Universitaria 1956.
A substantial volume, tracing the origins
and architectural development of the “estipite”
column, a cone-shaped pilaster which was a
favourite element in eighteenth-century baroque
architecture in Spain and Latin America. What is
unusual about the author’s discussion of the topic
is that he explores not merely the use of similar
architectural elements during the renaissance
period in European countries generally, but also
traces a link between the “estipite” column and
the use of reinforced concrete column-shaped
supports in twentieth-century buildings designed
by Frank Lloyd Wright, Robert Maillart and Le
Corbusier.
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on its author, the Edinburgh- based architect
Walter Crum Watson LRIBA (1870-1934).
Watson had been a pupil in the architectural
offices of Alfred Waterhouse and Aston Webb,
before setting up his own architectural practice.
Large 8vo. xvii + (1) + 280pp, 101 photo
ills on plates, also ground plans in text.
Publisher’s cloth, a little rubbed at spine. John
Bury’s copy, with his booklabel. £ 75

Item 74
75
Whitfield, Clovis & Martineau, Jane
(eds) Painting in Naples 1606-1705 from
Caravaggio to Giordano.
London, Royal
Academy of Arts (and Weidenfeld and Nicolson)
1982.
Scholarly catalogue for the exhibition
held at the Royal Academy of Arts OctoberDecember 1982, with brief introductory essays
by ten distinguished art historians including Ellis
Waterhouse and Francis Haskell.
4to. 301 + (1)pp, 164 photo ills (some
colour). Publisher’s pictorial wrappers. James
Stirling’s copy. £ 18

Item 73
widely esteemed by contemporaries, and copies
found their way into the libraries of architects
and book collectors in all the main European
countries. A second edition was to follow in
1790, but that omitted the Latin text.
George Wilbraham (1741-1813), the wealthy
Cheshire landowner to whom the present copy
belonged, visited Italy, including Sicily and
presumably also Naples, while on the Grand
Tour in the mid 1760s, and was elected a member
of the Society of Dilettanti in 1770. BAL Cat
3501; Millard, Italian and Spanish Books 162;
Fowler Cat 424; Berlin Cat 1820; Cicognara 733.
Large folio. Engraved frontispiece, (6)
+ xxxii + 462 + (2)pp, 25 engraved plates each
with facing leaf of text. Contemporary full
vellum, spine neatly repaired. Late eighteenth
century engraved armorial bookplate of George
Wilbraham. Some text leaves lightly browned
owing to character of volume’s paper stock. A
large copy. George Atkinson’s copy.
£ 2,450

LIST 90
LATIN AMERICA, PORTUGAL, SPAIN,
ROME, NAPLES AND SICILY
Including books on
Francisco de Hollanda
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Watson, Walter Crum Portuguese
architecture. London, Archibald Constable and
Company Limited 1908.
A substantial general account of
Portuguese architecture up to the beginning of
the seventeenth century, with a few pages only
on later buildings. It was the only early
twentieth-century English-language book on the
subject published anywhere, and reflects credit
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